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BACKGROUND & INTROS
•

A Northwest general contractor with offices in Portland, Seattle, Tacoma, and
Vancouver, WA.

•

Celebrating our 60th anniversary! Since 1961, we’ve built over 56,000 affordable
homes for mission-driven organizations.

•

Values-driven approach to wood-frame construction – focus on durability,
performance, resident health and life cycle cost considerations.

JJ Powell, Project Manager
•

11 years at Walsh – Started in BIM / layout coordination, transitioned to Project
Manager.

•

He LOVES PROCESS! Promoting collaborative design processes that consider
innovative approaches to systems and building layout.

•

Big picture perspective - Bringing preconstruction concepts to reality, with an eye
to target budgets, constructability, and efficiency.

BACKGROUND & INTROS
Low Income Housing Institute
•

Founded in 1991 in Seattle, LIHI is one of the most productive
affordable housing developers and housing advocates in the Northwest.

•

Owns/manages over 2,200 apartments at 60 sites in 6 counties,
providing both housing and supportive services to our region’s most
vulnerable households.

Eric Blank AIA, LEED BD+C, Design Manager, LIHI
•

20-years as an Architect, designing multifamily and mixed use projects

•

6 years at LIHI overseeing all phases of design and construction.

•

Tasked with standardizing LIHI’s outline specifications.

•

He LOVES logistics and coordination

TODAY’S GOALS
Provide an overview of Walsh’s Cost-Efficient Design and
Construction initiative (CEDC), including:
• Basic concepts
• Best practices
• Case study of a recently completed project in Seattle

CEDC - APPROACH
In order to better support the goals of nonprofit developers to build as much
housing in the most cost-effective manner possible…..
Walsh developed a set of design strategies to better standardize the
approach to multifamily design and construction…..

Without sacrificing design quality.
• Implemented in Oregon and Washington on 4 projects
• CEDC is currently being deployed on numerous projects in preconstruction
(including non-Walsh projects).

CEDC – WHY?
So many uncertainties and pressures on cost for affordable housing…
Engage early in CEDC to manage what you can control in order to:
• Meet cost targets to stretch funding resources and improve
competitiveness
• Create potential space in budgets to improve performance
• Create potential space in budgets to manage unknown risks (material
pricing, labor factors, site issues, etc…)
• Build a baseline of cost-efficient design guidelines to carry forward to
future projects

CEDC – APPROACH
Standardized approach to 80% of the building. Custom approach for the remaining 20%
80%

20%

CEDC – APPROACH – SAMPLE UNIT PLANS

CEDC - APPROACH
Unit Plans:
•

Minimal # of unit plan types, stack units

•

Standardize kitchen and bath designs

•

Narrow widths to reduce building envelope & circulation.

•

Standard approach to windows with minimal modulation
(ie avoid window bays)

•

Optimized window sizes to minimize cost and complexity
and optimize energy efficiency (20-25% glazing ratio)

•

Rooms sized on 2’ dimension to optimize framing
materials

•

Floor to floor heights set at 8’ to align with drywall
dimensions

Note 2’ wide windows

CEDC - APPROACH
Building layout and basic concepts
• Keep building massing simple, avoiding
unnecessary modulation. This reduces
complexity in design coordination and
improves material performance
• Design ground floor offices and common
areas to align with structural framing on
upper floors – stacking is key to efficiency!
• Be mindful of how ground floor designs
impact plumbing and other system layout,
especially if structural steel is required

CEDC - APPROACH
Building layout (con’t)
• Avoid structural cantilevers, balconies,
canopies and trellises. Especially in
wood structure, they introduce cost and
complexity.
• Stack plumbing walls, and avoid offsets.
Offsets = more material!
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CEDC @ GEORGE FLEMING PLACE
PROJECT TEAM HISTORY
LIHI and Walsh have established a trusting,
collaborative relationship over the past two decades
• Completed 15 projects together, with another 5 in
construction of precon.
• 8 of those projects were designed by Runberg
Architects

• >>> A TEAM WILLING TO INNOVATE
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An Lac, LIHI, Seattle WA
Opened 2020

CEDC @ GEORGE FLEMING PLACE
Location: Othello Neighborhood, Seattle
106 apartments, affordable up to 60% AMI
Unit Types:
• Studios (7), 1 BR (65), 2 BR (22), 3 BR (12),
Live/Work (2)

Amenities:
• Community/Media Room
• Ground Floor Patio Area
• Shared Laundries
• Top-Floor Community Room and Deck

Funding Sources:
• City & County, 4% LIHTC & Bonds

CEDC @ GEORGE FLEMING PLACE
INTEGRATED CEDC REDESIGN GOALS:
1. Reduce costs by ~$2M (initially)
2. Evaluate Type IIIA vs Type VA construction requirements
3. Increase unit yield on a challenging site

CEDC @ GEORGE FLEMING PLACE
Results of CEDC approach and local building code changes:
• Building layout reconfigured
• Unit count went from 93 to 106
• 2nd Floor revised from concrete to wood frame
Price reduction achieved!
• $24.8M in Sept 2018 (Schematic Design)
• $22.4M in April 2020 (Final GMP)

Original SD Layout (2018)

Reworked Layout (2019-2020)

93 units, Type V over Type I

106 units, Type IIIA over Type I

CEDC @ GEORGE FLEMING PLACE
What does integrated design look like?
 Establishing project goals early (clarifying wants and needs)
 Early engagement with subs / early procurement
- Asking framer, plumber, MEP how they would improve efficiency.
- Reduces upfront cost and potential changes during construction
- Trade experts have a seat at the table, with the primary project team
 Collaborative process of testing & confirming allows for early trust building.
 Flip the spec:
 “Add” alternates, instead of “Deduct” alternates – it’s a mindset…

CEDC @ GEORGE FLEMING PLACE
Instead of “VE”, give your team a chance to control budget, and prioritize value

CEDC @ GEORGE FLEMING PLACE
Critical subcontractor feedback

Plumber

-

Reduce piping stacks & risers
Horizontal wet-venting
Use downspouts in lieu of
rainleaders
Define acoustic req’s early
Combined fire & water service if
possible
Design coordination of
structural beams/joists
Stack plumbing walls, no offsets

Metal Framer / Drywaller

-

Eliminate waste by
dimensioning smartly
Use generic assemblies!
24” OC framing
Reduce shafts
Reduce / eliminate specialty
methods
Type C drywall

Wood Framer

-

Standardize materials
Single-sided shear
Single stud party walls
Consider the cost of handling
material
Stack units and bearing walls
Prefab as much as possible

CEDC @ GEORGE FLEMING PLACE
CONCRETE

PLUMBING

FRAMING

DRYWALL

DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT

Footings, columns, and
PT deck were
simplified to work
with off-shelf material

Simplified plumbing
risers, runouts.
Reduction in overall
material and labor

Simplified approach to
structural framing of
walls and floors

Floor-to-floor heights
were optimized to
reduce cutting sheets

PRICING RESULTS
From SD to GMP

-$250,000
(includes savings to go
to Type 3A)

-$500,000

-$280,000

-$430,000

CONSTRUCTION
BENEFITS (QUAL)

PT slab pour was
much simpler than
many comparable jobs

Less person-hours
needed for install

Minimal waste, clean
and safe site

½ the typical waste,
faster install, cleaner
and safer conditions

CONSTRUCTION
BENEFITS (QUANT)

Finished 15 days
ahead of schedule

Finished on time, zero
unforeseen COs

Finished 18 days
ahead of schedule

Finished on time, no
huge surprises

CEDC @ GEORGE FLEMING PLACE
Design-Assist or Design-Build for MEP?
Importance of understanding how the designers and the builders
work together to select systems and advance the design
• Conduct a robust RFQ / Bidding process at SD or DD
• Define terms of participation early from key subs
• Understand costs and risks associated with both. Risk of redesign and loss of efficiency.
• Consider what the hand-off looks like for construction
• More schedule and budget certainty in precon with D/B.

CEDC @ GEORGE FLEMING PLACE
Besides reducing cost….significant
construction benefits!
 Bid packages are more attractive
 Limited change orders due to errors
 Contingency freed up for Add-Backs
 Concrete, plumbing, drywall, framing all
ahead of schedule >> completion 1 month
ahead of schedule
 Reduced waste……drywall subcontractor
was in awe
 Coordination benefits – happy team

CEDC @ GEORGE FLEMING PLACE
CONTINGENCY/CHANGE
ORDERS
• Unforeseen issues: soils and
new construction type
• COVID supply chain issues
presented challenges
• CEDC-driven budget and
schedule acted like “insurance”
against these problems
• Majority changes were owner
decisions / value upgrades

Change Order Breakdown
(% of total Change Order cost)
George Fleming Place

Upgrade /
Request
48%

COVID
33%

Type 3A Soils /
5%Underground
8%

Errors/Coord.
6%

CEDC @ GEORGE FLEMING PLACE
Project upgrades
improved building
aesthetics and
durability, creating a
beautiful new highquality building for
residents and the
Rainier Beach
neighborhood

CEDC – OTHER PROJECT RESULTS
Walsh and LIHI continue to advocate for the CEDC approach at other projects.
Positive results:
 George Fleming Place served as proof of concept.
 CEDC concepts have become standardized across all LIHI project development
moving forward.
 CEDC has been utilized to help accomplish funding priorities (cost
containment and/or reducing public funding requests)
Challenges:
 Complex, tight sites!
 Harder to maintain cost efficiency in family-oriented projects with larger units

CEDC – LIFE CYCLE BENEFITS
Capital cost savings:

Reductions in initial cost,
change orders, schedule savings, design & overhead

Long term cost savings:
Reduced Replacement costs
•
•
•
•
•

Less wall area / ceiling area to re-paint
Less floor area to re-carpet / re-tile
Less cladding area to re-paint / re-seal
Smaller, less expensive windows to replace
Fewer product types to manage

Reduced Operational costs
• Efficient aspect ratios lead to efficient
performance
• Less area to light, heat, cool, ventilate

Efficient glazing controls heat loss/gain better!
GFP = 18% glazing!

CEDC – KEYS TO SUCCESS
 Early goal setting is crucial
 Feedback from key subs and vetting of high-cost systems as
early as possible
 Start with most cost-effective, basic options, and then identify
add-back options
 Discipline, discipline, discipline….80/20 rule.
 Keep units uniform in shape and avoid quirky exterior angles.
 Strive for an integrated design/construction approach. May
mean additional up-front costs, but overall a more efficient process,
less risk, less overall cost

THANK YOU!
JJ Powell, jjpowell@walshconstruction.com
Eric Blank, eric.blank@lihi.org
The Cost-Efficient Design and Construction (CEDC) Manual and Unit Plan Templates are available!
Becky Bicknell, bbicknell@walshconstruction.com
Do you love efficiency and integrated design? Then check out the Integrated Design Guidelines from
HDC’s Exemplary Building Task Force. Another great resource for best practices:
https://exemplarybuilding.housingconsortium.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2021/05/HDC-EBPGuidelines-for-EID_-v.1.0-May-2021.pdf
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